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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The government’s petition for rehearing is a remarkable document. It begins

with a misstatement of the question presented. It follows that misstatement with a

misstatement of the panel’s holding. It then ignores the record evidence of the

government’s previous shortcomings in this very case, and based on that deliberate

disregard – notwithstanding the chapter and verse cited by the panel – contends

incorrectly that the panel’s decision conflicts with National Archives v. Favish, 541

U.S. 157 (2004). In attempting to justify its request for further review, the

government then grossly exaggerates the likely practical consequences of the

panel’s ruling in future cases. Pervading the entire petition (as it has the

government’s position throughout this litigation) is the government’s refusal to

recognize or appreciate the core purpose of the Freedom of Information Act,

namely, to “pierce the veil” of government secrecy and to open to public scrutiny

what the government has been up to in the performance of its duties. Dep’t of Air

Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352, 361 (1976). Contrary to the government’s apparent

view, “disclosure, not secrecy, is the dominant objective of FOIA.” Id.

As to the question presented, the panel made very clear that it was focusing

on the public interest in intentional FBI withholding of relevant information, not

merely on Mr. Bower’s personal interest in establishing his innocence. In the

panel’s words, “there can be no doubt that the FBI in the past has failed to disclose
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information favorable to Bower upon request.” Slip op. at 29; see also slip op. at

8-9 (detailing favorable information provided by the FBI in 2001, but withheld at

the time of trial in 1984 and for 17 years thereafter). It bears repeating in this

regard that the federal government was an active participant in both the underlying

investigation and the prosecution of Mr. Bower, even though that prosecution

occurred in state court. See slip op. at 2-3, 18. Indeed, an Assistant United States

Attorney examined 14 witnesses for the State and delivered part of the State’s

closing argument. The government thus comes to this case not merely as a passive

repository of information but as an active participant at the time of the

investigation and trial in 1983-1984.

As to the panel’s holding, the government is demonstrably incorrect in

asserting that the panel held that FOIA Exemption 7(c) “does not protect the

privacy interests of third parties . . . .” Pet. 1. To the contrary, the panel stated

plainly, quoting an earlier decision of this Court, that “we must ‘balance the

privacy interests that would be compromised by disclosure against the public

interest in release of the requested information.’” Slip op. at 16 (quoting Davis v.

U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 968 F.2d 1276, 1281 (D.C. Cir. 1992)). Although the

government glosses over the point, the panel did not order the release of any

documents in the portion of the panel’s opinion that the government attacks.

Rather, the panel held only that “the FBI will need to reveal the existence of any
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records connecting [three specified individuals] to the agency’s investigation into

the 1983 murders.” Slip op. at 31. Thereafter, the panel said, if the FBI still

wishes to withhold such documents, “it must follow the normal practice in FOIA

cases of identifying the records it has withheld and stating its reasons for doing

so.” Id. at 32.

The alleged conflict with Favish is nonexistent. The panel faithfully

followed the Supreme Court’s decision. The panel acknowledged that “[w]here

the asserted public interest is the revealing of government misconduct, . . . Favish

requires that the FOIA requester ‘establish more than a bare suspicion’ of

misconduct.” Slip op. at 25 (quoting Favish, 541 U.S. at 174). The panel also

held, however, that the Favish standard is not an impossible one to meet, as the

government would have this Court believe. Rather, as the Supreme Court

explained, “the requester must produce evidence that would warrant a belief by a

reasonable person that the alleged Government impropriety might have occurred.”

541 U.S. 174, quoted at slip op. 25. That is just what Appellant has done here.

The standard is not absolute certainty, but reasonable possibility.

Finally, the government’s “parade of horribles” is both unsupported and

unsupportable. Unsupported, because the government offers no facts or evidence,

but only its own self-serving speculation about alleged future harm.

Unsupportable, because the panel’s decision is narrowly circumscribed, demands
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satisfaction of the very Favish “threshold requirement” that the government itself

relies on (Pet. 5), and even then does not require the production of any documents,

but only the normal treatment of identified government records under the FOIA.

The extreme character of the government’s argument is perhaps best illustrated by

the government’s assertion (Pet. 12) that FOIA responses must be provided in 20

days. That assertion is belied by the record in this very case. The government did

not produce documents in response to the 1999 FOIA requests submitted on behalf

of Mr. Bower until 2001, and the government refused to expedite its response even

after being informed by counsel that the federal district court in Texas had

scheduled an evidentiary hearing for June 2000. Likewise, with respect to the

current FOIA requests, the government did not come close to completing its

response within 20 days. The government’s petition should be denied.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Lester L. Bower, Jr. was convicted in 1984 of murdering four men in

Sherman, Texas. He was sentenced to death. Since Mr. Bower’s trial, two

witnesses, neither of whom has any relationship with Mr. Bower or his family,

have provided sworn statements implicating four Oklahoma drug dealers in the

murders: Brett (“Bear”) Leckie (now deceased), Chestly (“Ches”) Galen Gordon,

Lynn Langford, and Robert (“Rocky”) T. Ford. A84-92, ¶ 7. In 2008, a Texas

state court, acknowledging the potential significance of this testimony, granted Mr.
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Bower’s request for forensic DNA testing of materials found at the crime scene.

The court explained that “it would appear important . . . whether or not any of the

four individuals named . . . had been at the property where the murders

occurred. . . . The interests of justice are simply too great to ignore the prospect

that the evidence may contain the DNA of one of these four named individuals.”

The DNA test results are pending.

In 1999, Mr. Bower’s habeas counsel, Anthony C. Roth, renewed the 1989

FOIA requests for the FBI’s 1983-1984 murder investigation files and requested

documents relating to the Oklahoma drug dealers. The FBI’s 2001 FOIA response

revealed at least five kinds of information favorable to Mr. Bower, but previously

not made available to him. Slip op. at 8-9; see also id. at 29.

In January 2008, Roth renewed Mr. Bower’s FOIA requests for the FBI’s

murder investigation files and documents relating to the persons implicated by the

two witnesses. A12-13; A76. The FBI has refused to confirm or deny the

existence of records regarding the men identified as the “real killers.” The FBI

defended its refusal to look for the requested documents under Exemption 7(C) of

FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C), which permits agencies to withhold information

contained in law enforcement records to protect against unwarranted invasions of

personal privacy.
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Properly balancing the competing public and private interests involved, a

panel of this Court rejected the government’s refusal even to disclose whether the

FBI’s files contain records connecting the Oklahoma drug dealers to the

government’s investigation into the 1983 murders. Slip op. at 28-35. In the

Court’s words, “the balance tilts decidedly in favor of disclosing whether the FBI’s

files contain information linking Gordon, Langford, or Ford to the FBI’s

investigation of the killings.” Slip op. at 31.

ARGUMENT

I. The question actually decided by the panel is narrow and fact-specific,
and does not warrant rehearing.

This case presents the narrow question of the proper applicability of

Exemption 7(C) in the context of a state capital case in which the federal

government played a significant investigatory and prosecutorial role and then

failed for many years to produce information favorable to the defense. The

question arises only because unrelated witnesses, having no connection whatever

to Mr. Bower, have come forward with testimony that four specific persons, not

linked to Mr. Bower in any way, are the persons actually responsible for the

killings of which Mr. Bower was convicted.

The panel’s decision requires only that the FBI disclose whether it possesses

records that connect those persons to the FBI’s investigation of the 1983 murders.

The decision does not require production of any records at this stage, expressly
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acknowledging the possibility that any records the government may have may be

subject to FOIA exemptions.

It is the government, not the panel, that seeks to depart from this Court’s

longstanding case-by-case approach to FOIA questions. See, e.g., Kimberlin v.

DOJ, 139 F.3d 944, 948 (D.C. Cir. 1998); see also Martin v. DOJ, 488 F.3d 446,

453, 456-58 (D.C. Cir. 2007). That approach is entirely appropriate in cases like

this one, in which competing public and private interests may be at stake. That is

why this Court has ruled that, under Exemption 7(c), courts must balance the

privacy interests that allegedly would be compromised by disclosure against the

public interest in the requested information. E.g., Multi Ag Media LLC v. USDA,

515 F.3d 1224, 1228 (D.C. Cir. 2008); Davis, 968 F.2d at 1281.

By contrast, the government seeks a categorical rule that there is no public

interest sufficient to overcome the government’s refusal even to disclose whether

or not its law enforcement records do or do not contain certain kinds of

information. Using the purported privacy interests of three Oklahoma drug dealers

as an excuse – interests that the government would not value highly in any other

context – the government seeks a rule that in effect would insulate the conduct of

law enforcement officials from any public scrutiny. Such exaltation of government

secrecy would run directly counter to the provisions and purposes of the FOIA. As

the panel’s opinion correctly explained, under the government’s approach, the
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Court would “have to uphold the FBI’s withholding of information under

Exemption 7(C) even if we knew for certain from the FBI’s in camera submission

that the agency is deliberately withholding records that conclusively show that the

Oklahoma drug dealers were the true killers.” Slip op. at 35. The FOIA

contemplates no such outcome.

II. The panel correctly applied Favish by requiring evidence sufficient to
“warrant a belief by a reasonable person that the alleged Government
impropriety might have occurred.”

The panel correctly held that Appellant’s detailed evidentiary showing

“surmounted a fairly substantial hurdle of showing that a reasonable person could

believe” that government impropriety might have occurred. Op. at 35, citing

Favish; see also id. at 25. The government should not be permitted now to wrap

itself in the cloak of presumed government regularity (see, e.g., Pet. 14-15) when it

is plain, as the panel’s opinion shows, that any policy in favor of full disclosure of

information favorable to the accused was not followed in 1984 or for many years

thereafter. To cite only two examples, the government had information in 1984

that the kind of ammunition used in the shootings was readily available from a

variety of sources in Texas in 1983. The government withheld that information

and then participated in arguing to the jury that the ammunition was rare and could

be obtained only from a single out-of-state source, with which Mr. Bower had

dealt. Similarly, the government had information in 1984 that the ammunition in
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question was used for a variety of reasons by law-abiding citizens. The

government withheld that information and then argued to the jury that a death

sentence was appropriate in part because the only purpose of the ammunition was

to kill human beings. Whatever policy the government may have had in favor of

disclosure was not followed.

Nor should the government now be permitted to question the completeness

of the record in the district court or the accuracy of Appellant’s description of what

information was produced by the government and when. See, e.g., Pet. 10 & n.5,

14. The simple fact is that the government had every opportunity to raise such

questions in the district court (at a time when Appellant readily could have placed

in the record whatever documentation allegedly was needed). Having failed to do

so, and having elected instead to litigate the matter on the basis of the sequence of

events recited in Appellant’s Declaration and accompanying materials, the

government may not attempt to raise for the first time in this Court questions about

the adequacy of the record in the district court.

The government’s assertions that “the release of additional information by

federal agencies in response to FOIA requests is to be encouraged, and should not

be deemed evidence of impropriety” (Pet. 11) misses the point entirely. The

problem is not with what the government has finally disclosed but with what it had

previously withheld. Even now the government has offered no explanation
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whatever for its prior nondisclosures. The sole case on which the government

relies for this point, Public Citizen v. DOS, 276 F.3d 634, 645 (D.C. Cir. 2002), is

easily distinguishable. That is hardly surprising, given the fact that Judge Tatel

wrote the opinions for the Court in both that case and this one. In Public Citizen,

the Department of State withheld certain classified records under Exemption 1, 5

U.S.C. § 552(b)(1), the national security exemption. When the State Department

later voluntarily declassified certain of those records and provided them to the

requestor, this Court declined to find that the subsequent disclosure was evidence

of bad faith. Public Citizen, 276 F.3d at 645. Here, none of the requested records

are or ever have been classified, and Exemption 1 is irrelevant.

The documents finally released in 2001 also revealed that the FBI withheld

evidence that one of the victims of the 1983 shootings was involved in illegal

gambling and drug dealing and was killed because he had used drug sale proceeds

to pay gambling debts instead of repaying his drug source -- information that

undermined the prosecution’s theory that Mr. Bower, a law-abiding citizen

throughout his life, murdered four people so he could steal a hobby aircraft worth a

few thousand dollars. Though the FBI joined the murder investigation because it

believed the crimes were drug or gang-related, the FBI failed to disclose the

information it uncovered on that score, and then promptly abandoned all drug and
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gambling leads and terminated the investigation as soon as the State arrested

Mr. Bower.

The government’s contention that the FBI “has no ongoing post-conviction

duty to search out, identify, and disclose any and all potentially exculpatory

records” (Pet. 7) is a non sequitur. The FOIA “requires every federal agency, upon

request, to make ‘promptly available to any person’ any ‘records’ so long as the

request ‘reasonably describes such records.’” Assassination Archives & Research

Ctr. v. CIA, 334 F.3d 55, 57 (D.C. Cir. 2003). The government had obligations to

Mr. Bower in 1984, and it had obligations to the FOIA requestor in 1989 as well.

The disclosures finally made in 2001 easily provide a basis for a reasonable person

to believe that impropriety “might have occurred.” Favish, 541 U.S. at 174.

III. The public interest in knowing whether the FBI is withholding
information that could corroborate a death-row inmate’s claim of
innocence is significant and outweighs the alleged privacy interests.

Leaving no doubt about how far it is willing to go, the government contends

that the public does not have any significant interest in knowing whether the FBI is

withholding information that could corroborate a claim of innocence by a person

under sentence of death. Pet. 6-7. The government further maintains that the

withholding of such information “does not show that responsible officials acted

negligently or otherwise improperly in the performance of their duties.” Pet. 1

(internal quotations omitted). Despite the panel’s conclusion that “there can be no
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doubt that the FBI in the past has failed to disclose information favorable to Bower

upon request,” the government still robotically maintains that “[i]f there were any

such information, the FBI would provide it to the responsible prosecutors.” Pet. 1.

Here, the record shows that the FBI failed to do so, and the public interest in

opening such agency shortcomings to public scrutiny is high.

Having already withheld information favorable to Mr. Bower both at the

time of trial and at the time of the federal habeas evidentiary hearing in 2000, the

government should not now be heard to argue that the public lacks a significant

interest in knowing whether the government continues to withhold information that

could corroborate Mr. Bower’s claim of innocence. The public has a powerful

interest in knowing how the government’s actions lead to capital convictions and

sentences and in ensuring that potentially exculpatory material is disclosed before a

person is executed. The requested documents touch upon the core objective of

FOIA because they “shed light on an agency’s performance of its statutory duties.”

The public interest in this case is substantially more significant than what the

government portrays as Mr. Bower’s narrow personal interest in the withheld

documents. To be sure, exculpatory documents are of intense personal interest to

Mr. Bower and his attorneys. More importantly, however, the FBI’s lengthy

record in the Bower case establishes clear misconduct that may have irreversible
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and tragic consequences. The FBI may still be withholding information, and, in

fact, refuses even to search for it.

The public interest here outweighs any attenuated privacy interests that the

Oklahoma drug dealers may have in the government neither confirming nor

denying whether it has information linking them to a 28-year-old murder

investigation. Although Exemption (7)(C) protects the privacy interests of

individuals named in law enforcement records, “the mere fact that records pertain

to an individual’s activities does not necessarily qualify them for exemption.” The

Nation Magazine v. U.S. Customs Service, 71 F.3d 885, 894 (D.C. Cir. 1995).

Such records “may still be cloaked with the public interest if the information would

shed light on agency action.” Id. Here, requiring the FBI to disclose whether it

possesses any records linking the Oklahoma drug dealers to its investigation of the

Sherman, Texas murders would “shed light on the conduct of a government

agency.” DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of the Press, 489 U.S. 749, 773

(1989). As the panel correctly concluded, the public interest here decidedly

outweighs the privacy interests of the Oklahoma drug dealers.

IV. Contrary to the government’s submission, the panel’s decision did not
require a reassessment of Mr. Bower’s guilt.

The government argues that the Court’s decision threatens to “transform

FOIA proceedings into mini-trials for assessing new theories of innocence.” Pet.

17. It also warns that the majority’s decision “will impose unworkable and
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inappropriate burdens on federal agencies and reviewing courts.” Pet. 3. There is

no factual basis for the government’s “sky-is-falling” scenario.

The panel took no position on Mr. Bower’s guilt or innocence, nor did the

Court require any federal agency or official to do so. Indeed, Appellant did not

seek, and the panel decision did not provide, any relief with regard to the guilt or

innocence of Mr. Bower.

The government raises the spectre of numerous other FOIA requesters

claiming a public interest in ensuring that a government agency is not withholding

evidence that might support a claim of innocence. Such claimants, however, still

would need to adduce evidence that would “warrant a belief by a reasonable person

that government impropriety might have occurred” under Favish, as Appellant has

done here. Furthermore, such requesters, if they exist, would have a difficult time

fitting their claim into the narrow, fact-specific pattern of the panel’s decision here.

Finally, the government offers no support for its claim of administrative

inconvenience. There is no apparent reason, and the government suggests none,

why non-attorney processors of FOIA requests would be unable to confirm or deny

the existence of responsive records.

V. CONCLUSION

The petition for rehearing should be denied.
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